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ABSTRACT 
An investigation of the pressure drop across a Ljungstrom regenerative • air 
preheater (APH), typically found in coal-fired power plants, is presented in this thesis. 
The purpose of the APH is to preheat air for the combustion process using heat that 
would otherwise be rejected from the plant through the stack. Fouling of the APH 
passages serves to increase the pressure drop and impact fan power requirements and 
heat transfer effectiveness. This ultimately affects t~e heat rate of the power plant. 
The theoretical background for calculating pressure drop across an APH is 
presented and existing data and correlations for friction factors and entrance and exit 
lo~ses in flow passages are reviewed. In addition, a computer model developed to 
calculate the pressure drop is described. The model accounts for APH fouling, as it 
results from two phenomena: acid condensation in the colder sectio~s and plugging due 
to popcorn ash in the hot-end section of the APH. 
The model is applied to the APH configuration at the Potomac Electric Power 
Company's Morgantown Unit 2, and the model results are compared to field 
measurements. Air-side pressure drop predictions for a clean APH are consistent with 
field experience over the load range. Gas-side pressure drops, on the other hand, are 
underpredicted in the model because inlet gas flow maldistributions are not accounted 
for. As scenarios of increased APH fouling are examined, the model predicts the correct 
trends in pressure drops and flow rates. 
An important product of the model is the ability to identify the relative .. 
importance of fouling in the various APH sections. Since the hot-end section accounts 
for the largest percentage of the pressure drop, a reduction in popcorn ash plugging can 
greatly aid in· maintaining managable pressure drops. at the power plant. Cold end acid 
condensation seems to· play a large role in tl1e pressure drop only after it has begun to 
' foul the cold-intermediate section in addition to the cold-end section. 
1 
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• 
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I~ INTRODUCTION 
An investigation of the pressure drop across a Ljungstrom regenerative air 
preheater (APH), typically found in coal-fired power plants, is presented in this thesis. 
A schematic of the type of heat exchanger under analysis is shown in Figure 1.1. The 
purpose of the APH is to preheat air for the combustion process using heat that would 
otherwise be rejected from the plant through the stacks. 
The APH is comprised of sections of dense metal matrices that form small flow 
passsages. On one side of the APH, hot exhaust gas from the boiler, which enters the 
APH at the exit of the economizer duct, flows through the APH passages. Air, whicl1 is 
brought in from the ambient by forced draft fans, flows through the other side. The 
APH continuously rotates through the gas and air streams. The gas stream heats the 
metal matrix of the APH as it flows through the passages. When the hot matrix rotates 
into the air stream, it rejects heat to the cooler air, thus preheating the air for the 
combustion process. 
The flow in an APH can be represented schematically as in Figure 1.2. When the 
gas reaches the APH, a certain amount of flow bypasses the metal matrix. This flow 
recombines with the internal flow through the APH and flows to the induced draft fans, 
which exhaust the gas up the stack. There is similar bypass flow on the air side that 
recombines to enter the mills that grind the coal and the boiler. Since the air stream is 
at a higher pressure than the gas stream, air leakage occurs across the seals that 
separate the two. 
\ 
" 
The pressure drop across the APH is important in terms of fan power 
requirements and heat transfer effectiveness. As the passages of the APH become 
fouled, the pressure drop rises. This increases the bypass and leakage flow rates and 
decreases the flows actually passing through the metal matrix (internal flows). Thus, 
" fan power consumption increases as result of overcoming the larger pressure drop and 
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FIGURE 1.2: Schematic Represen~ation of Flow Pattern through tl1e APH 
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higher flow rates. In addition, the heat transfer effectiveness decreases, not only because 
of the effect of the fouling material on the heat transfer coefficient, but also because 
more of the flow is diverted around the APH. Stack losses increase due to higher gas 
outlet temperatures resulting from reduced heat transfer in the APH in combination 
with higher gas flow rates resulting from increased leakage. These effects all serve to 
increase the unit heat rate. Reduced heat transfer also reduces the inlet air temperature 
to the boiler, which affects unit operation in terms of parameters such as auxiliary steam 
air heating requirements, coal flow rates, burner tilts and reheat sprays, the impacts of 
which are very unit-specific. 
Power plants feel· the effects of increasing pressure drop not only in terms of a 
, 
heat rate penalty, but also in terms of maintenance costs. Ultimately, the pressure drop 
increases such that the fans, which are used to circulate the flue gas and air, do not l1ave 
the capacity to overcome the increased flow resistance. This forces the unit to operate 
at lower loads unless maintenance measures are taken. Typically, units must then be 
brought off-line to perform a water wash of the APHs. The Potomac Electric Power 
Company's (PEPCO's) experience at Morgantown Unit 2 has been that water washes 
are required about four times per year to bring the pressure drop back down to 
managable levels. The costs of water washes include not only the cost of the water wash 
itself, but also the cost of lost generating power during the outage. 
This thesis includes the following: 
• Theoretical background to the calculation of pressure drop 
• A description of a computer model that was developed to calculate pressure 
drop across an APH similar in configuration to that found at Morgantown 
Unit 2 
• A review of existing data and correlations for friction factors and entrance and 
exit losses in flow passages, including justification for those selected for use in 
the computer model 
• The application of the model to the APH configuration at the PEP.CO's 
Morgantown Unit 2 with comparisons t_o field experience 
5 
., 
J 
In investigating the issues of APH fouling, it was found that fouling occurs at the 
power plant primarily as the result of two phenomena: acid condensation in the colder 
sections of the APH, and popcorn ash in the hot end. These two phenomena, including 
the different ways they are treated in the computer model, are discussed in the text. 
6 
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II. APH PRESSURE DROP 
The total pressure drop in the APH (Figure 2.1) can be divided into entrance, 
core and exit losses of each of the APH sections-e.g., cold end ( CE), cold intermediate 
( CI), hot intermediate (HI) and hot end (HE). For each section, 
(2.1) 
where um is the mean axial velocity. The total pressure drop across the APH can be 
expressed as 
nsec ( * 2 ) 
~Ptot= E (~P )(pum/2gc) 
n=l n 
(2.2) 
In the text that follows, the entrance, core and exit losses are discussed with a 
particular emphasis on how they are treated in two sources: Kays and London [l], and 
Shah and London (2]. 
Entrance Losses 
In the case of an abrupt entrance, as depicted in Figure 2.2, there is a contraction 
that occurs as the flow separates from the passage wall. The cross-sectional area of the 
flow reach~s a minimum at the vena contracta, from which point the flow undergoes an 
irreversible expansion. 
Losses encountered in the hydrodynamic starting length, the length over which 
the, velocity profile develops, can also be described as entranc·e losses. Pressure drop 
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over this length is attributed to both wall shear stress and the change in momentum flux 
associated with the developing velocity profile. 
In Kays and London [1], the entrance losses, excluding those due to wall shear 
stress, are expressed as follows: 
(2.3) 
The term (1 - u2 ), where u is the ratio of free-flow area to frontal area, accounts for 
the pressure drop resulting from the change in flow area, neglecting frictional effects. 
The term I<c accounts for the irreversible losses during the re-expansion; l1owever, wall 
shear over the expansion region is neglected in the calculation of Kc. Therefore, I<c is 
/, 
comprised of the losses due to the change in momentum flux in flowing from a uniform 
velocity profile at the vena contracta to a fully developed profile w.hen the re-expansion 
is complete. In Kays and London [1] and Kays [3], the values for Kc are presented for 
several flow geometries, as a function of u, flow regime (laminar or turbulent), and also 
Reynolds number in the flow passage. 
Kays [3] derives the entrance losses as follows. Looking at Figure 2.2, the 
entrance losses can be described as those resulting from the contraction from points 1 to 
2 (the vena contracta) and the expansion from 2 to 3. 
First, one can examine the losses from 1 to 2. The energy equation over this 
region can be expressed as: 
pu2 J + 2 + pgz + pe) u dA - (P + pu2 2 + pgz + pe) u dA (2.4) 
A1 
10 
,! 
where, 
• Q = rate at which heat is added to the system 
• W = rate at which work is done by the system 
p 
p 
u 
g 
z 
e 
= pressure 
= density 
= velocity 
= gravitational constant 
= height 
= internal energy 
Assuming that the channel is horizontal (z1 = z2 ), the density is constant (p1 =p2=p ), 
the work term is zero (W = 0), and that pressure does not change radially in the 
passage (P# f(A)), equation (2.4) becomes: 
P 2 u2A2 + ;J u3 dA + p J eudA- P 1u1A1 + ~ / u3 dA + p J eudA + Q (2.5) 
A2 A2 A1 A1 
The velocities u 1 and u2 are the average velocities at points 1 and 2, respectively. 
Assuming all heat addition to the system is converted to internal energy, or 
Q - J peudA + J peudA = 0, (2.6) 
equation (2.5) is reduced to: A2 A1 
P 2 u2 A2 + ;J u3 dA = P 1u1A 1 + ~ / u3 dA , (2. 7) 
A2 A1 
The terms with the integrals can be rearranged as: 
(2.8) 
and 
(2.9) 
,, 
11 
, 
Kebl and Keb2 are the Coriolis coefficients, which correct the kinetic energy for non-
dJuniform velocity distributions. Substituting equations (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.7) and 
using the continuity equation, which says u1 A1 = u2A2 , the energy equation can be 
arranged as: 
(2.10) 
Applying the momentum equation from points 2 to 3 and neglecting wall shear, 
P 2A3 - P 3A3 = J pu2dA- J pu2dA (2.11) 
A3 A2 
The integrals can be rearranged as: 
J pu2dA = pu~A3 i; J ( ~)2dA = pu~A3Kd3 
A3 A3 
(2.12) 
J pu2dA = pu~A2 12 J ( uu2 ) 2dA = pu~A2 Kd2 
A2 A2 
(2.13) 
Kd2 and Kd3 are Boussinesq coefficients, which correct the flow momentum for non-
uniform velocity distributions. Substituting equations (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.11) and 
making use of the continuity equation, which says u2A2= u3A3 , the momentum 
equation becomes: 
(2.14) 
12 
Combining equations (2.10) and (2.14), the resulting equation for the pressure 
drop from points 1 to 3, neglecting wall shear is: 
(2.15) 
Equation (2.15) can be rearranged using the continuity equation (u 1A 1= u3A3 ): 
(2.16) 
The pressure head loss can be expressed as: 
(2.17) 
where, 
(2.18) 
Equation (2.18) is the Bernoulli equation, which assumes that the flow is frictionless and 
uniform velocity distributions exist. Inserting equations (2.16) and (2.18) into (2.17) 
and rearranging, 
( P1 - P3) _ u~{ (A3) (A3)2 (A3)2 (A3)2} P - 2 2Kd3 - 2Kd2 A - Kebl A + Keb2 A - 1 + A (2.19) 
loss 2 1 2 1 
. 13 
,, 
The velocity at the vena contracta (point 2) is assumed to be uniform (i.e., I<eb2= 1 and 
Kd2= 1). The ratio (1~) is identified as u. The ratio (1!) is identified as the 
contraction ratio, Cc, which is a funcfion of u. Thus, equation (2.19) can be rewritten 
as: 
/ 
2 
( P1 - P3) __ ~{2Kd3 2 K 2 1 2} P 2 - C- - eblO' + 2 - 1 + O' 
loss c Cc 
(2.20) 
or, 
(2.21) 
Kays then makes the assumption that for multiple-tube expansions, the Reynolds 
number in the large tube (point 1) is much larger than that in the small passages (point 
3), and therefore, since the flow is turbulent, a uniform velocity profile can be assumed 
at point 1 (i.e., Kebl= 1). Thus, the entrance loss coefficient Kc can be defined as: 
1 - 2Cc + C~(2Kd3 - 1) 
c~ 
(2.22) 
l{ays [1,3] presents curves for I<c as a function of u, flow regime and Reynolds number 
for various geometries. The contraction ratio is approximated from the analysis of 
inviscid flow through an orifice. Kd3 is determined by approximating the developed 
velocity profile in the passages of the given geometry. 
• 
Idelchik [4] approximates the loss coefficient for an abrupt contraction for 
Reynolds numbers greater than 10,000 as 
Kc = 0.5 ( 1 - ~)= 0.5(1 - u) (2.23) 
14 
• 
' 
... 
A refined estimate by Idelchik, based on work done by others, is: 
Kc = 0.5 ( 1 - ~)314 = 0.5(1 - u)3/ 4 (2.24) 
Experiments by Dubrovsky and Vasiliev for a staggered-fin configuration (5] 
suggest that both l{ays' and Idelchik's estimations for entrance losses, equations (2.22) 
and (2.23), respectively, overpredict the pressure drop; however, they prefer Idelchik's 
prediction due to its closed-form. 
In Shah and London (2], the entrance losses are not identified separately. Their 
approach will be outlined in the next section. 
Core Losses 
The core losses account for the shear stress and momentum flux losses through 
the flow passages. (In the case of I{ays and London (1], momentum flux cha~ges are 
accounted for in the entrance losses as was previously described; however, in this section 
the change in mome11tum flux will be addressed as core losses. The two approaches will 
be reconciled later in this chapter.) In a long passage, the velocity profile is fully 
developed throughout most of the passage, and therefore the core losses are dominated 
by the shear stress in this case. 
There are various analyses that estimate the length required to reach fully-
developed la1ninc\r flow in a circular passage. The most accurate is believed to be a 
numerical solution by Hornbeck [6]: 
(2.25) 
15 
For turbulent flow in a circular passage, Bhatti and Shah [6] recommend Zhi-
qing's analytical solution for the hydrodynamic starting length: 
~y = 1.359(Re/14 
h 
(2.26) 
For the APH sections under consideration (those at Morgantown Unit 2), fully 
developed flow is either not reached or the hydrodynamic starting length is a major 
portion of the passage length, as indicated in Table 2.1. Thus, the flow passages are 
relatively short hydrodynamically, and hydrodynamic entrance effects must be 
considered. 
The core losses will be addressed in terms of a Fanning friction factor, f, where 
f - T 
- 2 PUm /2gc 
(2.27) 
A local Fanning friction factor, fx, can be identified as that based on the local wall shear 
stress, Tx. The mean Fanning friction factor is defined as: 
(2.28) 
This mean friction factor takes into account the change in wall shear frotn x==O to x; 
however, it does not account for the increase in momentum flux with the developing 
velocity profile. Thus, the total pressure drop in the core in terms of fm can be given 
by: 
~P*= 4fm])h + f/ (~)2dA - 2 
A 
16 
(2.29) 
Section 
CE 
CI 
HI 
HE 
TABLE 2.1: Hydrodynamic Starting Length Data (585 MW; 2.7% 0 2 ) 
L (m) 
0.3048 
0.4572 
0.762 
0.762 
Dh(m) 
0.0099 
0.007 
0.0064 
0.0064 
Re 
,--.; 2900 
,--.; 1800 
,--.; 1500 
,--.; 1300 
* calculated using equation (2.25) 
17 
Lhy(m)* 
1.62 
0.71 
0.54 
0.47 
where the last two terms address the effects of the increasing momentum flux in the 
hydrodynamic starting length. 
A more convenient factor used to calculate the total pressure drop is the apparent 
Fanning friction factor, fapp, where 
dP*= 4fapp~ 
h 
(2.30) 
The apparent Fanning friction factor takes into account all losses from x =0 to x. Shah 
and London [2] present data and correlations for various geometries in terms of fapp· 
Exit Losses 
In tl1e passage exit, as depicted in Figure 2.2, there is a pressure rise due to the 
'--
change in flow area, neglecting frictional effects. In addition, there is a pressure loss due 
to the irreversible expansion (i.e., change in momentum flux). In terms of a pressure 
drop, l(ays and London [1] express exit effects as follows: 
(2.31) 
where Ke refers to the losses in the irreversible expansion while the (1 - u2 ) term refers 
to the pressure rise due to the change in flow area. Values for Ke are presented in Kays 
and London [1] and Kays [3] based on the same parameters as for Kc. The derivation of 
Ke is as follows. Once again looking at Figure 2.2, the exit losses are identified as those 
resulting from the expansion from poi~t 3 to point 4. The momentum equation, 
neglecting wall shear, can be written for a control volume from points 3 to 4: 
18 
P4A4 - P3 A4 = J pu2dA - J pu2dA (2.32) 
A3 A4 
Using Boussinesq coefficients to account for non-uniform velocity profiles, as identified in 
equations (2.12) and (2.13), and assuming constant density, equation (2.32) can be 
rearranged as: 
(2.33) 
Using the continuity equation, which states that u3 A3= u4 A4 , 
(2.34) 
Assuming A4 = A1 , then (1:)= u, and equation (2.34) can be rewritten as: 
(2.35) 
.. 
The pressure head loss can be expressed as: 
(2.36) 
where, 
(2.37) 
19 
( 
,, 
Inserting equations (2.35) and (2.37) into (2.36) and rearranging, 
(2.38) 
The exit loss coefficient is defined as: 
(2.39) 
Once again for multiple-tube expansions, the Reynolds number in the large tube is much 
larger than that in the small passages, so with turbulent flow at 4 the velocity profile 
can be assumed to be uniform (i.e., Kd4 = 1). Therefore, 
2 Ke== u - 2uKd3 + 1 (2.40) 
l{ays presents curves for Ke versus u as was done for the entrance losses.[1,3] 
If the velocity in the smaller passsages is also assumed to be uniform (i.e., 
Kd 3= 1), equation (2.40) reduces to the Borda-Carnot relation: 
Ke =(u -1)2 (2.41) 
Idelchik [4] presents the Borda-Carnot relation, equation (2.41) for turbule11t flow 
1 
situations with Reynolds number greater- than 10,000. Where non~unifor1n ,,elocity 
distributions must be taken into account, 
,_ (2.42) 
20 
, 
.. 
Idelchik also presents the approximation that KebJ~ 3Kd3 - 2, particularly as Keb3 
and Kd3 approach unity (i.e., approach uniform distributions). 
Once again Dubrovsky and Vasiliev [5] feel that both l(ays and ldelchik 
overpredict the exit losses, equations (2.40) and (2.41 ), respectively. The closed form of 
the Borda-Carnot relation, equation (2.41) is preferred. 
Total Pressure Drop 
Thus, tl1e total pressure drop in an APH section (the sum of pressure drops due 
to entrance, core and exit losses) can be expr.essed as: 
(2.43) 
or, if one assumes that the cross-sectional areas of the ducts preceding and follo,ving the 
flow passages are the same ( u ent = O"' ex), 
Comparison of Data Sources 
~P*= Kc+ 4fm6' + Ke 
h 
(2.44) 
I{ays and London [1] present experimental data for the mean friction factor for a 
variety of geometries. The data were obtained by measuring overall pressure drops 
~ 
across test sections and then subtracting out the entrance and exit losses [7]. It was 
particularly necessary to account for the entrance and exit effects since many of the test 
sections had low L/Dh values. The entrance and exit effects were evaluated from the 
21 ... 
correlations developed by Kays [3]. These correlations were developed analytically and 
are supported experimentally. 
Shah and London [2] present data and correlations for the apparent Fanning 
friction factor for a variety of flow geometries. In the case of their analyses, fapp takes 
into account the change in shear and the change in momentum flux; however, the 
analyses assume a uniform velocity profile at the passage entrance (i.e., no separation). 
In order to compare the data/correlations from the Kays and London [1] and Shah and 
London (2], the following can be done. An apparent friction factor can be defined for 
the data from l{ays and London as: 
Using this definition for fapp, 
L Kc+ 4fm 0 h 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
This expression gives the total pressure drop across an APH section from x=O to L. 
The fapp obtained from the Kays and London data in this way includes momentum flux 
changes and shear stress effects. This apparent friction factor, fa pp KL, can be compared 
to that from Shah and London, fappSL. The effects of exit losses can subsequently be 
added, regardless of the data source for fapp. 
• 
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Ill. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
A model, PDROP, that predicts the pressure drop across an air preheater (APH) 
metal matrix has been developed. [8] This chapter describes the. input, output and 
equations used in the model. The following terminology is used: 
• "Sections" refer to the segments of the APH such as the cold-end, cold-
intermediate, hot-intermediate and hot-end metal matrices. 
• Each section, for reasons that will be described later in this chapter, is divided 
into three "regions." Each region is one-third of the cross-sectional area 
available for flow in a given section. They are designated as the "inner", 
"middle" and "outer" regions. 
• Each section, and also each region, consists of small parallel "passages" 
through which the gas and air streams flow. 
• An "axial path" is identified as the path connecting a corresponding region. 
in each section. Therefore, the inner regions of all the APH sections form one 
axial path, while the middle regions form another, as do the outer regions. 
Thus, there are three axial paths. 
Most of this terminology is identified in Figure 3.1. 
Model Output 
The output of the model includes the flow rates, resistances and pressure drops 
throughout tl1e APH as identified in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The output is formulated for 
both clean and plugged APHs. 
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Model Input 
Input to the model is divided into two files: APHGEO and COND. The 
APHGEO file contains information related to the APH geometry. The information 
includes the following: 
• number of APH sections 
• cross-sectional area of the APH 
• hydraulic diameter, length, porosity ( axial direction), and passage type 
(straight or undulated) for each section 
The COND file contains information related to the operating conditions. This 
information includes the following: 
• fraction of bypass air in clean APH ( 6bp,a = rhbp,a/rn:i) 
• fraction of bypass gas in clean APH ( 6bp,g = rhbp,g/rh~i) 
• fraction of total leakage in clean APH( 61 = m1/m~i) 
• ratio of cold-end to hot-end leakage in clean APH ( 61 ratio 
' 
• external gas flow rate in ( m~i) 
• external air flow rate out ( m:0 ) 
• gas and air pressures at the hot end (P gi and Pao) 
. . . . 
• internal inlet and outlet air and gas temperatures (T~i' T~0 , T~i and T~0 ) 
• percentage of available flow area (i.e., unplugged area) in eacl1 region of eacl1 
APH section ( clean(iJ)) 
Typical values for the bypass and leakage percentages/ratios for the clean APH at 
Morgantown Unit 2 are known from previous Energy Research Center studies [9]. The 
flow rates and pressures are specified at the hot end. These values remain relatively 
constant for a given load as a result of boiler requirements for given pressures and flow , 
rates. The temperatures are used to determine fluid properties in each APH section. 
Within a given APH section, the temperature is assumed to be constant, the value of 
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which is the average value for the given section assuming the temperature variation 
across the entire APH is linear. For both the air and gas streams, the properties of air 
at the appropriate temperatures are used. 
Calculation Procedure 
A. Clean APH 
First the flow rates, resistances and pressure drops are calculated for the clean 
APH scenario. The procedure is as follows: 
1) Calculate pressure drop on the air side (~pa): 
a) Calculate internal air flow rate 
From the continuity equation, 
. 
• I 
ma 
. e • 
mao + ml he 
I 
(3.1) 
The flow rates ml,he and rhbp,a must be expressed in terms of known 
quantities. First, examining rh 1 he: I 
• 
ml ce 
I 
But, 
and 
Therefore, 
• 
ml he 
I 
(3.2) 
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Now looking at rhbp,a: 
But from continuity, 
Therefore, 
Substituting equations (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.1), 
. 
• I 
ma 
or, collecting terms, 
• I 
ma 
All of the terms in equation (3.4) are specified in the inp·ut file COND . 
• 
b) Calculate internal resistance 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The internal resistance is found from correlations relating an apparent 
friction factor and Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is defined in 
terms of the hydraulic diameter as: 
., 
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• since, 
• m pu - A 
The hydraulic diameter is defined as: 
where ~ is the wetted perimeter of the passage. For turbulent flow, the 
hydraulic diameter is generally a good correlating para1neter for various 
cross-sectional shapes. For laminar flow and for turbulent flow with duct 
cross-sections with sharp angles, using the hydraulic diameter does not 
result in as good correlations; however, for lack of a better characteristic 
dimension and for consistency, hydraulic diameter is used. (10] The actual 
correlations used in the model for friction factor as a function of Reynolds 
number are described in Chapter IV. The internal resistance is defined as 
follows: 
nsec 
R~ = L • *ill (3.5) 
n=l n 
This definition of the resistance can be derived from the momentum 
equation, as applied to the control volume indicated in Figure 3.4. For a 
given section of the APH, the pressure drop is: 
where, 
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• 
The term pu2 can be written as 
• 2 
pu2 = m 
pA2 
It should be noted that as long as m and A are defined consistently as 
being for the passage or the total section, the same velocity results since 
• ffipassage 
Upassage - pApassage 
rhtota1/N mtotal 
pAtota1/N - pAtotal 
where N is the number of passages. Thus for a given APH section, 
AP 2 L f · 2 
.Ll. - 2*n * app*ffi pA h 
Defining the pressure drop as 
then 
R= 2 L f · 2*0 * app*ffi pA h 
(3.6) 
Since the APH sections are in series, the resistances are additive and the 
flow rate is constant, resulting in the internal resistance identified in 
equation (3.5 ). 
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c) Calculate the pressure drop on the air side 
Since the sections of the APH are in series, the flow rate is the same 
through all the sections and the resistances are additive. Th us, 
nsec . . 
Ap " R' . I u a = L..J a,n*ffia (3.7) 
n=l 
where R~,n and m~ are defined as in equations (3.4) and (3.6). 
2) Calculate the bypass resistance on the air side (Rbp,a) 
a) Calculate the bypass flow rate ( rhbp,a) 
The bypass flow rate was derived in the previous section and is defined by 
equation (3.3). 
b) Calculate the bypass resistance 
Since the bypass flow and the internal flow through the APH are in 
parallel, the pressure drops across the bypass and the internal passages 
must be equal. Thus, the bypass resistance can be defined as follows: 
(3.8) 
3) Calculate the pressure drop on the gas side ( ~p 9) 
. 
a) Calculate the internal gas flow rate ( rh~) 
From the continuity equation, 
. 
• I • e • • 
mg = mgi + ml,he - mbp,g (3.9) 
.... 
Equation (3.2) relates rh1 he to known quantities. I 
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The bypass flow rate on the gas side is defined as 
(3.10) 
Substituting equations (3.2) and (3.10) into (3.9), 
(3.11) 
or, 
. 
• I 
mg (3.12) 
b) Calculate the in tern al resistance on the gas side ( R~) 
The internal resistance on the gas side is calculated the same way as 
described in part 1 b, except fapp is based on rh~ and the fluid properties 
are based on the mean gas temperatures in each section. 
c) Calculate the pressure drop across the gas side 
The pressure drop across the gas side is calculated in the same manner as 
that across the air side, as was described in section le. 
4) Calculate the bypass resistance on the gas side (Rbp,g) 
a) Calculate the bypass flow rate on the gas side (rhbp,g) 
(3.13) 
These are known quantities from the COND file. 
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b) Calculate the bypass resistance on the gas side 
. ~p 
R - g bp g - . 
' mbp,g 
(3.14) 
where ~Pg is known from section 3c and rhbp,g is known from equation 
(3.13). 
5) Calculate the leakage resistance on the hot end ( R1 he) 
' 
a) Calculate the hot-end leakage flow rate (rh 1 he) 
' 
This flow rate has already been derived and is expressed in equation (3.2). 
b) Calculate the pressure drop across the hot end (-6.Phe) 
The pressure drop across the hot end is defined as: 
~phe = Pao - P gi (3.15) 
This equation already expresses the hot-end pressure drop in terms of 
known quantities. 
c) Calculate the hot-end leakage resistance 
This resistance is defined as: 
(3.16) 
where the values needed in this equation are expressed in equations (3.2) 
and (3.15). 
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l 
6) Calculate the cold-end leakage resistance (Ri,ce) 
a) Calculate the cold-end leakage flow rate (m 1 ce) I 
Substituting in equation (3.2), 
b) Calculate the pressure drop across the cold end ( LlP ce) 
LiPce = p ai - Pgo 
The terms in this equation can be expressed as: 
Pai= Pao+ LlPa 
P90 - P 9 i - LlP9 
Combining these equations, 
Ll.Pce = Pao - P gi + LlPa + LlP9 
(3.17) 
( 3 .18) 
where Pao and P gi are input in the COND file and LlPa and LiP9 have 
·, 
been calculated as described in section le and 3c, respectively. 
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/) 
c) Calculate the cold-end leakage resistance 
' 
~Pee (3.19) 
where these values have already been determined as just described. 
7) Calculate the external air flow rate in and gas flow rate out (m:i and m~0 ) 
From continuity, 
(3.20) 
and 
or 
(3.21) 
B. Fouled APH 
Fouling of the APH passages has been found to be the result of two phenomena: 
acid conde11satio11 and popcorn ash. The acid condensation occurs in the colder regions 
of the APH when the fluid temperatures fall below that of the dewpoint of sulfuric acid. 
A layer of acid, in combination with fly ash that sticks to the acid, begins to build up in 
the APH passages, particularly in the cold-end section. Popcorn ash occurs when large 
ash particles do not drop out of the gas stream before the APH, and they become lodged 
in the hot-end passages, which have the smallest hydraulic diameters of all the sections. 
Due to the nature of these two phenomena, fouling affects the hydraulics differently in 
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the hot- and cold-end sections of the APH. The way these phenomena are treated in the 
model will be described below. 
Visual inspection of fouled APH passages at Morgantown Unit 2 revealed that 
fouling does not occur uniformly in the radial direction across APH faces. For example, 
in the cold end, it was observed that the inner region was much less fouled than the 
middle and outer regions. In the hot end, the opposite trend was observed. To account 
for radial non-uniformities, the cross-sectional area of the APH was divided into three 
regions of equal areas as depicted in Figure 3.1. Then two models were developed. The 
first assumes that there is total flow redistribution between each section of the APH. 
This model is depicted as an electrical circuit in Figure 3.5. The second model assumes 
there is no flow redistribution between the APH sections. In other words, fouling in a 
region of one section restricts the flow through all other sections in the regions along the 
same axial path. This second model is depicted in the electrical circuit in Figure 3.6. 
These two models form the lower and upper extremes for the pressure drop across the 
APH. Both of these models will be described. 
In the scenario of a fouled APH, it is assumed that LlP* in the bypass and leakage 
paths are the same as those calculated for the clean case. This assumption is based on 
orifice theory, for which ~p* is primarily a function of the orifice geometry. [4] In the 
bypass and leakage paths, the geometry is fixed, thus resulting in constant ~P*s. In the 
fouled scenario, the internal resistances increase. The increase in internal resistances 
necessitates a decrease in internal flow rates, thus diverting more flow through the 
bypass regions. Since the internal resistances are functions of the internal flow rates, the 
process of solving for the internal resistances and flow rates is an iterative one, as will be 
described later in this text. The pressures at the hot end and the flow rates that lead to 
and from the boiler are assumed to be the · constant values 
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that were used in the clean scenario, since boiler requirements do not change with the 
introduction of fouling. Since the pressures are constant and the hot-end leakage 
resistance does not change, the hot-end leakage flow rate also remains constant. The 
following describes the procedure for calculating the new flow rates, resistances and 
pressure drops for the fouled APH situation. 
1) Calculate the available flow areas, hydraulic diameters and porosities: 
Since the degree of fouling specified in the input file CON D is in terms of the 
fraction of available flow area, the available flow areas in each region of each 
section ( regardless of the fouling phenomenon) are determined by: 
[A(ij)]plugged = clean(ij)*[A(ij)Jclean (3.22) 
where i refers to a given APH section, and j refers to a given region of that 
section. In the case of fouling due to acid condensation, the hydraulic 
diameter also changes. The approximation that equation (3.22) can be 
expressed in terms of hydraulic diameters is made as follows: 
1r[Dh(ij)J~1ugged l (" ") 1r[Dh(iJ)]~1ean 
4 = c ean lJ * 4 
leading to: 
[Dh(ij )]plugged= [ clean(ij )] 112 *[Dh(ij) lc1ean (3.23) 
Also in fouling due to acid condensation, the porosity in the axial direction 
changes as follows: 
[!y(iJ)]plugged= 1 - clean(ij)*{ 1 - [!y(iJ)]clean} (3.24) 
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In the case of fouling due to popcorn ash, it is assumed that the affected 
passages are entirely blocked by the ash. Thus, the hydraulic diameter and 
porosity of the hot-end passages are not changed, and there is only a reduction 
in the available flow area. 
2) Calculate the pressure drop on the air side ( aP a) 
The process of calculating ap a is iterative since the internal resistance is a 
function of the internal flow rate, and as the resistance increases, the internal 
flow rate decreases. From continuity, 
• e . 
mao + ml,he 
Since the conditions in the boiler require that m:0 and rh 1 he re1nain constant, I 
. 
• I • 
ma + mbp,a • ma,const (3.25) 
In the fouled APH scenario, the radial non-uniformities 1n ust be taken in to 
account. As was previously mentioned, two models were developed: one 
assuming total flow redistribution between APH sections and the other 
• 
assuming no flow redistribution. The iterative procedures used to determine 
internal flow rates and resistances in the two cases are different. 
a) Total Flow Redistribution (Figure 3.5) 
In this model, the resistances through each region of a given AP H sectio11 
are in parallel. An equivalent resistance can be calculated for each APH 
section. It is necessary to choose initial values for the flow rates tl1rough 
each region. These are chosen as the internal air flow rate calculated in 
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the clean scenario divided by three (since each APH section is divided into 
three regions of equal area): 
• i 
• i (") _ ma 
maJ -3 (3.26) 
where j refers to the region of a section. Using this flow rate and the 
newly calculated areas, hydraulic diameters and porosities, the internal 
resistance for each region of the given APH section can be calculated in 
the same manner described in section lb of the clean APH calculations. 
Once each internal resistance is calculated, they can be con1 bined in 
parallel into an equivalent resistance: 
. . . 
Ri _ R~(l)*R~(2)*R~(3) 
a,n - R~(l)*R~(2) + R~(l)*R~(3) + R~(2)*R~(3) (3.27) 
where n refers to the APH section and 1, 2 and 3 refer to each region of 
the APH section. The pressure drop across the section is calculated as: 
. 3 . 
dPa,n == R~,n*E m~(j) 
j=l 
(3.28) 
The pressure drops across each region of a given APH section are equal 
since they are in parallel. . Therefore, new internal flow rates can be 
calculated from: 
• i (") dPa,n 
ma J = R~(j) (3.29) 
When this calculated. value for flow rate converges to the value used in 
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calculating dPa,n, the same procedure is repeated for the next APH 
section. The equivalent resistances and pressure drops calculated for each 
section are additive since they are in series: 
nsec 
dPa = E ~Pa,n 
n=l 
. nsec . 
R~ = E R~,n 
n=l 
b) No Flow Redistribution (Figure 3.6) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
In this model, the resistances through a given axial path through all the 
APH sections are in series. The initial values of interna.l flow rates are 
once again calculated using equation (3.26). Each of the three axial paths 
. 
are treated separately. Using rh~(j) and the newly calculated geon1etric 
parameters, the internal resistances for each of the APH sections are 
determined as in section 1 b of the clean APH calculations. The resistances 
for the given axial path are additive: 
. nsec . 
R~(j) = E R~,n ( 3.32) 
n=l 
These calculations are performed for each of the three axial paths. Since 
the axial paths are in parallel, the equivalent resistance is defined as: 
!J 
R~ = . . R~(l ~*R~(2~*R~(3) . . 
R~(l)*R~(2) + R~(l)*R~(3) + Rk(2)*Rk(3) 
(3.33) 
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The total pressure drop is then: 
. 3 . 
~pa = R~* L m~(j) 
j=l 
The in tern al flow rates can then be recalculated: 
• i (") _ ~Pa 
ma J - R~(j) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
This entire procedure is iterated until the internal flow rate in each axial 
path, calculated from equation (3.35) converges to that used to ca.lculate 
the resistances. 
c) Calculate bypass flow rate 
Once the total internal air pressure drop is known, the bypass flo\v rate 
can be calculated: 
• 
mbp,a = 
~pa*( mbp,a)clean 
(Rbp,a)clean 
(3.36) 
This equation arises from assuming that bypass flow is like that through 
an orifice. For flow through an orifice, 
or, 
dP = constant 
~pu2 
• 2 
dP = m 2*constant = const*m
2 
2pA 
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Thus, 
or, 
Therefore, 
( ) ~Pa LiPa 
rhbp,a plugged= (R ) - t ( · ) 
bp,a plugged cons * mbp,a plugged 
(3.37) (Rbp,a)clean ( . ) (m ) * mbp,a plugged bp,a clean 
Rearranging equation (3.37) yields equation (3.36). As indica.ted in 
equatio11 (3.25), the sum of the internal and bypass flow ra.tes must remain 
constant. Thus, a new internal flow rate can be calculated using equations 
(3.25) and (3.36): 
. 
• I • 
ma == ma,const 
LiP a*( mbp,a)c1ean 
(Rbp,a)clean (3.38) 
Using this new value for m~, the entire procedure ( sections 2a and c or 2b 
and c) can be iterated until the value of m~ converges. 
3) Calculate the pressure drop on the gas side (~Pg) 
The same procedure as was described for the air side is applied to the gas side . 
.,.. 
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4) Calculate the leakage flow rate through the cold end (rh1 ce) 
' 
The leakage flow rate through the cold end is identified as: 
• m, ce 
' ( R, ,ce)clean (3.39) 
The derivation of this equation is similar to that for the bypass flow rates, 
equation (3.37). The cold-end pressure drop is ca.lculated using equation 
(3.18). 
5) Calculate the external air flow in and gas flow out (m:i and rh~0 ) 
From continuity, 
. e . i • • 
mai = ma + ml,ce + mbp,a 
and 
. 
• e • I • • 
mgo = mg + ml,ce + mbp,g 
(3.40) 
( 3 .41) 
Thus, all the flow rates, resistances and pressure drops have been calculated for both the 
clean and the fouled APH scenarios. 
' 
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IV. INTERNAL RESISTANCE CORRELATIONS 
The key to successful prediction of the pressure drop across an air preheater 
(APH) is the modelling of the resistance in the flow passages of each of the APH 
sections. The correlations used in the computer model PDROP are described in the 
following text. While the model was designed to be applicable to various APH designs 
(in terms of the number, sizes and passage types of the APH sections), the description 
that follows will be oriented toward the configuration of the APHs at PEPCO's 
Morgantown Unit 2. 
At Morgantown Unit 2, the air preheaters are divided into four sections: hot end 
(HE), hot intermediate (HI), cold intermediate (CI) and cold end (CE). A schematic of 
the AP H is shown in Figure 4.1. The cross-sectional configuration of each of the 
sections is presented in Figure 4.2. The critical parameters for the analysis of pressure 
drop are indicated in Table 4.1. The HE and HI sections are identical. The CE 
passages are straight and their cross-sectional areas remain con·stant while the other 
three sections have undulated passages and non-uniform cross-sectional areas in the axial 
direction. 
PDROP makes a distinction as to the type of passage in the section, that is, 
whether the passages are undulated or straight. For the straight passages (CE), a 
correlation for flow through a circular tube is used. In the case of the undulated 
passages (HE, HI and CI), a correlation for wavy fins is used. The justification for using 
such correlations is presented in the sections that follow. 
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TABLE 4.1: Parameters for Clean APH Sections 
L (m) 
0.3048 
0.4572 
0.762 
0.762 
Dh(m) 
0.0099 
0.007 
0.0064 
0.0064 
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f.y 
0.22938 
0.18669 
0.206987 
0.206987 
A (m2 ) 
41.33 
43.62 
42.53 
42.53 
Re 
l"'w/ 2900 
l"'w/ 1800 
l"'w/ 1500 
l"'w/ 1300 
Straight Passage Correlation 
For a straight passage, laminar flow is assumed to exist for Re < 2300. For 2300 
-
< Re < 104 , the flow is said to be in transition. Turbulent flow exists for Re > 104 • 
- - -
[11] In the CE, the flow is in the transition regime, as indicated in Table 4.1. There is 
little information available on friction factors in the transition region. Thus, the 
approach that has been taken for the calculation of apparent friction factor is to extend 
laminar flow correlations into the transition range. Since the CE is hydrodynamically 
short, as discussed in Cl1apter II, developing laminar flow correlations were considered. 
The correlation used for straight passages is one that was developed by Bender 
and later modified by Shah [2]. It is: 
fappRe = 
wl1ere, 
3.44 
~x+ 
+ 
1.25 + 16 _ 3.44 
4x+ ~x+ ( 4.1) 
1 + 0.00021(x +)-2 
X+ X 
- DhRe 
( 4.2) 
This correlation was developed through the combination of theoretical correlations for 
laminar flow through "short" and "long" circular passages. Reference 2 indicates that 
' 
this particular correlation is applicable to the entire range of values for x +. This 
correlation was then compared to theoretical and empirical results for various 
geometries. Figure 4.3 shows schematics of the various geometries that were examined. 
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\. 
Figure 4.4 compares the results of Shah's correlation, equation (4.1), with 
empirical data from Kays and London for a circular tube with L/Dh = 79.2 [1]. While 
Shah's correlation is in terms of an apparent friction factor, taking into account the 
development of flow through the tube, Kays and London data do not include the 
development of the velocity profile. They present a mean friction factor instead. In 
their book, however, they present curves for determining the entrance losses. Thus in 
plotting Figure 4.4, these entrance losses were combined with the mean friction factors 
( as discussed in Chapter II), resulting in an apparent friction factor. While L/Dh = 79.2 
does not correspond to any particular section of the Morgantown Unit 2 APHs, it 
provides a common basis for comparison of the two data sources. The length dimension 
ratio is closest to that of the CI, for which L/Dh== 65.3. It can be seen that there is 
good agreement between the two sources, particluarly over the laminar flow range for 
whicl1 Shah's correlation was developed. 
Figure 4.5 is a plot of fappSL versus Re0 h for circular, rectangular and triangular 
passages with L/Dh== 30.8, which is the L/Dh of the CE. Once again, the circular duct 
data are based on Shal1's correlation that was described for Figure 4.4; however, in the 
previous figure L/Dh== 79.2, while in this case L/Dh= 30.8. The data for the 
rectangular duct are the result of an analytical solution for developing laminar flow by 
Curr et al. for an aspect ratio a*==0.2. The results of Curr et al. are in good agreement 
with experimental data. The triangular duct results from an analytical solution by 
Flen1ing and Sparrow. They are for a cross-section of an isosceles triangle with an apex 
angle of 30°. Once again, these results are based on developing laminar flow. [2] 
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Figure 4.6 is a plot of data from Kays and London [1], for three different plain 
plate-fin geometries. The surface types, as designated in [1] are: 
• Surface type 5.3: 
• Surface type 11.1: 
• Surface type 3.01: 
L/Dh= 10.3 ; Dh= 0.006 m 
L/Dh= 20.6 ; Dh= 0.003 m 
L/Dh= 28.2 ; Dh= 0.011 m 
Shah's correlation for a circular passage ( equation 4.1) is also plotted for each of the 
L/Dh 's for comparative purposes. Once again, the data presented by I{ays and London 
for these geometries are mean Fanning friction factors. They were converted into fappKL 
using Kc ( entrance loss factor) for plate fins with passages of triangular cross-section. 
Wl1ile the dimensions of these surfaces are not equivalent to those in the actual 
APH, the cross-sectional shapes of the plain plate fin geometries bear closer resemblance 
to the actual APH than the others considered thus far. 
There seems to be a divergence in the curves of the plain plate-fin data and the 
circular passage correlation in the transition range of Reynolds numbers, particularly at 
Re0 == 2000. The Reynolds number in the CE, under full-load conditions, starts at h 
....... 2900 for a clean APH and increases with fouling. Examination of the figure in the 
range 2900 < Re0 < 6000 reveals little difference between the curves. Thus, the h 
circular-passage correlation is used in PDROP for the CE section. 
Undulated Passage Correlation 
For undulated passages, developing laminar flow is assumed to exist for Re '5 104 , 
with turbulent flow for Re ? 104 • [11] References 3 and 11 further claim that 
developing laminar flow extends to such high Reynolds numbers because the very 
purpose of the undulations is to break up the boundary layer ( continually redevelop the 
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. , 
flow) in order to yield better heat transfer characteristics. The flows through the APH 
sections with undulated passages under consideration fall within the developing laminar 
flow regime, as categorized by the Reynolds numbers indicated in Table 4.1. 
Two different geometries were examined in regards to the undulated passages. 
They are wavy fins and corrugated ducts. 
Kays and London [1] present experimental data for three wavy fin geometries, 
which are depicted in Figure 4. 7. The surface designations are: 
• Surface type ll.5-3/8W 
• Surface type 11.44-3/SW 
• Surface type 17.8-3/SW 
The geometric parameters for these surfaces are also included in Figure 4. 7. Figure 4.8 
is a plot of the mean Fanning friction factor versus Re0 . The entrance losses would h 
have to be incorporated into the mean friction factor to obtain apparent friction factors, 
as was done in the straight passage comparisons. It is assumed that the entrance losses 
are much smaller than the core losses, and th us they are ignored here for the time being. 
A corrugated surface configuration, as depicted in Figure 4.9, was also examined. 
The results of two experimental studies were compared. The first study, performed by 
O'Brien and Sparrow (12], assumed a fixed geometry with an H/L= 0.25. The other 
study, performed by Molki and Yuen [13], varied the values of H/L from 0.25 to 0.50. 
Relevent geometric parameters are presented in Table 4.2. Figure 4.10 shows the 
friction factor ( for fully-developed flow) versus Re0 for the various H/L 's presented in h 
the two sources under comparison. The question arises as to why there is a difference 
between the two curves for H/L= 0.25. It is assumed that the higher friction factors 
found in Reference 13 are the result of the larger hydraulic diameter. (Since the friction 
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H/L 
• 
0.25 
0.25 
0.363 
0.50 
TABLE 4.2: Geometric Parameters for Corrugated Ducts 
H. (cm) 
0.508 
0.476. 
0.692 
0.953 
~ (cm) 
5.08 
3.81 
3.81 
3.81 
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L. (cm) 
2.032 
1.905 
1.905 
1.905 
0.924 
0.846 
1.171 
1.525 
Reference 
(12] 
(13] 
[13] 
[13) 
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105 
factor is defined as: f= -(j~)Dh/!pu2, it is very sensitive to the hydraulic diameter.) 
The correlation that was selected for use in PDROP was the one for the wavy fin 
designated as surface type 17.8-3/SW. The corrugated passages seem to be too extreme 
for the APH geometries under consideration in this study. The wavy fin surfaces appear 
to be a more appropriate type of geometry. A third-order least squares curve fit was 
performed on the data for the selected surface, yielding the following equation for use in 
PDROP: 
fapp = 0.09796- (5.7243e-5)*Re0 + (1.9540e-8)*(Re0 ) 2 - (2.4562e-12)*(Re0 ) 3 h h h 
Entrance and Exit Losses 
The correlation used for the straight passages is already in the form of an 
apparent friction factor, and it thus includes the entrance losses. The correlation used 
for the undulated passages is a mean friction factor, and it does not include the entrance 
losses. ldelchik's approximation of entrance losses, as expressed in equation (2.23), is 
incorporated for the undulated passages. 
The exit losses for all the APH sections are evaluated from the Borda-Carnot 
relation, equation (2.41 ). This equation assumes that the velocity in the core prior to 
the exit is uniform. For the undulated passages, it is clear that the flow is in the 
developing laminar flow regime. In this case, the assumption of a uniform velocity 
profile is assumed to be valid, as depicted in Figure 4.11. Kays and London [1] support 
this assumption by recommending the use of ~ntrance and exit loss coefficients 
corresponding to Re=oo for interrupted surfaces (e.g., wavy fins). For Re=oo, the flow 
is turbulent, for which the velocity profile is almost uniform, except very close to the 
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passage walls. In this case, the exit losses reduce to the Borda-Carnot relation, which is 
used in PDROP. For the straight passages, developing laminar flow was considered. As 
discussed above, a uniform velocity profile can be assumed. 
In PDROP, it is assumed that u ~ (l - fy ), where fy is the porosity in the axial 
direction. The quantity u is defined as the ratio of the passage area to duct area, and fy 
./ 
/ 
is the fraction of the APH which is the metal matrix (i.e., 1 - free-flow area). Thus, 
this assumption would hold true if the total APH cross-sectional area were equal to the 
duct area. Based on this assumption, the exit loss coefficient become~ 
(1 - u) 2 (1 -(1 - f y)] 2 (4.3) 
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V. MODEL RESULTS 
.~ .. ~ 
PDROP was run for various loads and fouling scenarios. The model's output as 
well as how it compares to operating data from Morgantown Unit 2 are presented in this 
chapter. For each load, flow and temperature data for the COND file were obtained 
from the HEATRT code, a computational model developed by the Energy Research 
Center to analyze the performance of coal-fired power plants. (14] Pressure data for the 
hot end, also required for COND, were obtained from field experience at Morgantown. 
Likewise, bypass and leakage flow information was based on measurements at 
Morgantown. (9] The input data for each load are presented in Table 5.1. The input 
data for the APH geometry file, APHGEO, are presented in Table 5.2. 
Pressure Drop Results 
Figure 5.1 shows the incremental pressure drop of each of the APH sections for 
both the gas and the air streams for the case of a clean APH under full-load operating 
conditions. There are several items to note from this bar graph: 
• The gas-side pressure drop is higher than that of the air side. This is the 
result of the higher flow rates on the gas side. Experimental results, although 
not for the case of a clean APH, indicate that the gas-side pressure drop can 
be on th.e order of 50% higher than that on the air side. The model indicates 
a gas-side pressure drop that is 32% higher. Tests performed at the plant 
indicate that inlet flow maldistribution in the gas entrance duct is more severe 
than that in the air entrance duct. [9] Since the clean APH model does not 
account for flow maldistribution, the disparity in flow distribution could 
account for the underprediction of gas-side pressure drop in comparison to 
that for the air side. 
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Parameter 
81, ratio 
m~i (kg/s) 
ri1~ 0 (kg/s) 
p gi (N /m2) 
Pao (N/m2) 
T~i (GC) 
T~0 (GC) 
. 
T~i (GC) 
T~0 (GC) 
-
TABLE 5.1: Input Data for COND File 
585 
0.04 
0.12 
0.10 
2.0 
304. 
246. 
-1290. 
1190. 
51. 
320. 
337. 
107. 
Load (MW9 ) 
430 
0.04 
0.12 
0.10 
2.0 
231. 
184. 
-850. 
600. 
51. 
295 . 
306. 
101. 
69 
350 
0.04 
0.12 
0.10 
2.0 
210. 
171. 
-750. 
300. 
65. 
285. 
296. 
106. 
250 
0.04 
0.12 
0.10 
2.0 
174. 
146. 
-650. 
350. 
86. 
265. 
274. 
114. 
Parameter 
L(m) 
Type 
General Data: 
nsec 
area 
/~ 
I 
I 
TABLE 5.2: Input Data for APHGEO File 
CE 
0.0099 
0.22938 
0.3048 
straight 
APH Section Value 
CI HI HE 
0.007 0.0064 0.0064 
0.18669 0.206987 0.206987 
0.45 72 0. 762 0. 762 
undulated undulated undulated 
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Cl 
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• In general, following water washes of the Morgantown APHs, there is an air-
side pressure drop of 1240 to 1370 N/m2 (5 to 5.5 "H 20) under full load 
operating conditions. PDROP indicates a 1370 N /m2 (5.5 "H 20) pressure 
drop for the clean APH scenario at 585 MW 9 and 2. 7% 0 2 (nominal full load 
conditions). On the gas side, typically a pressure drop of about 2110 N/m2 
(8.5 "H20) is observed under full load operating conditions following water 
washes, as opposed to the 1810 N /m 2 (7.27 "H 20) predicted by the model. 
As discussed above, the reason for the underprediction of the gas-side pressure 
drop is most likely the result of inlet flow maldistribution. 
• The incremental pressure drop of the various APH sections shows that the hot 
end accounts for the largest percentage ( rv 45-46%) while the cold end 
accounts for the smallest percentage ( rv 2%) of the pressure drop in the APH. 
It is expected that the hotter sections have the largest pressure drops 
associated with them, since the sections get longer, and the hydraulic 
diameters get smaller and the temperatures rise as the fluid 1noves to the 
hotter section. (~P is a function of L/D 11 and fapp· In turn, fapp is a function 
of Reynolds number. The Reynolds numbers decrease as a result of decreasing 
hydraulic diameter and increasing fluid temperatures, wl1ich results in higher 
friction factors.) 
Under part-load operating conditions, the distribution of pressure drop across the 
APH sections is almost ~i/t .. \?tical on a percentage basis to that for full load. Figure 5.2 is 
I ... ) 
./ 
a graph of pressure drop as a function of load for a clean APH. The model predictions 
for both the air and gas sides are indicated. The banded region corresponds to air-side 
! 
field data for May 1989 (A water wash was performed in April 1989.). The air-side 
prediction is in good agreement with field observations. Field data for the gas side are 
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I ! 
not available; however, the expected trend of having higher gas-side than air-side 
pressure drops is maintained over the load range. 
The next task was to examine the effects of fouling due to both acid condensation 
and popcorn ash. First the impacts of cold-end and hot-end fouling were compared. In 
Figure 5.3, the effect of separately increasing fouling in the cold end and hot end, while 
keeping all other APH sections clean, on the air-side pressure drop is presented. Since 
the hot end of the APH accounts for a much larger percentage of the pressure drop, 
pressure drop is much more sensitive to hot-end fouling than cold-end fouling; however, 
the sensitivity of hot-end fouling is somewhat damped by the fact that the hydraulic 
diameter does not change since the fouling phenomenon is that of popcorn ash. The 
effect of such fouling on the gas-side pressure drop yields similar results. 
Finally, comparisons were made between field experience and model predictions 
for various plugging scenarios. Prior to a water wash in April 1989, photographs were 
taken at three radial locations of the cold-end and hot-end faces of the two APHs at 
Morgantown Unit 2. Using Unigraphics II software on CAD equipment, average 
hydraulic diameters and areas were determined for each region of the cold end section. 
"Clean" factors, input to the model in the COND file, were calculated from the 
reduction in available area for flow. For non-circular geometries, the relationship 
between reduced area and reduced hydraulic diameter as indicated in equation (3.23) is 
an approximation. Thus, the calculation of hydraulic diameters in the model should 
yield different results from that which would be obtained using the hydraulic diameters 
determined from the areas and perimeters measured using the U nigraphics software. 
For the hot end, clean factors were calculated from the number of plugged passages 
divided by the total number of passages in a given region. The measured and calculated 
values for the various plugging parameters are indicated in Table 5.3. The two flow 
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Cold End: 
Region 
Inner 
Middle 
Outer 
Hot End 
Region 
Inner 
Middle 
Outer 
TABLE 5.3: Plugging Measurements from APH Inspection 
Dh(mm) 
Measured 
7.68 
5.47 
5.43 
Clean 
Factor* 
0.698 
0.415 
0.455 
* Calculated from area ratio: 
A 
clean= measured 
Aclean 
Dh(mm) 
Cale.** 
8.27 
6.38 
6.68 
** Calculated using clean factor ( eqns 3.23 and 3.24) 
Clean 
0.94 
0.98 
1.00 
76 
f.y 
Cale.** 
0.462 
0.680 
0.649 
redistribution models were run using both the measured and calculated values for the 
hydraulic diameter for the April fouling scenario. There was little difference between 
pressure drop predictions from the measured and calculated hydraulic diameters ( since 
I I 
I 
the cold end accounts for such a small portion of the overall pressure drop). The air-
side pressure drop was calculated to be 1480 N/m2 (5.95 "H 2 0) and 1560 N/m2 (6.27 
"H20) for the redistribution and no redistribution models, respectively. The models 
appear to underpredict the pressure drop encountered at Morgantown Unit 2 prior to 
the water wash, which was approximately 2110 N/m 2 ( 8.5 "H2 0) on the air side. 
,. 
Inspection of the APHs at Morgantown in July 1989 was performed using an 
Olympus 5-mm fiberscope with a video system. 
0
With this equipment, the full lengths Q 
the APH passages in the cold end and hot end could be examined (providing that access 
was not prohibited by excessive fouling). In addition, it was possible to examine the 
face of the cold-intermediate section. This inspection revealed a significant amount of 
fouling in the cold-intermediate section as well. Thus, a possible reason for the 
underprediction of pressure drop for the April plugging scenario could have been the 
existence of cold-intermediate fouling, which was previously unaccounted for. The two 
flow redistribution models were run for the same cold-end and hot-end plugging that was 
previously assumed (22/69/57% and 6/2/0%, respectively). These plugging numbers are 
interpreted as follows: a cold-end plugging of 22/69/57% means the inner region is 22% 
plugged, the middle region is 69% plugged, and the outer region is 57% plugged. The 
hot-intermediate section was assumed to be clean. Tl1e degree of cold-intermediate 
plugging was subsequently increased in the same proportions as observed in the cold-end 
section. The results are presented in Figure 5.4. The first data points, labeled "clean" 
on the x-axis, refers to the totally clean APH, for which there is no difference between 
flow distribution models. The next tick mark along the x-axis refers to the cold-end and 
hot-end plugging indicated above, but with no cold-intermediate fouling. 
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From this figure, cold-intermediate plugging in the range of 18/56/46% to 21/66/54%, 
which is less fouling than what was observed in the cold end (22/69/57%), would yield 
an air-side pressure drop of 2110 N /m2 (8.5 "H2 0) as was experienced in April. 
Flow-Rate Sensitivities 
The effect that fouling has on the flow rates in the APH becomes important in 
terms of fan power requirements and heat transfer effectiveness. Fouling in the APR 
increases the pressure drop across the sections, which in turn increases the bypass flow 
rates, the cold-end leakag~ flow rate, and the external gas out and air in flow rates. The 
increase in external flow rates increases the power demand on the fans that draw the gas 
out of and push the air into the APH. In addition, since more fluid bypasses ( and leaks 
across) the APH, the heat transfer characteristics of the APH are modified. All of these 
effects impact the unit heat rate. 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the sensitivity of flow rates to pressure drop for the 
fouling scenarios used to construct Figure 5.4. 
• Figure 5.5 shows the sensitivity of the gas bypass (rhbp,g), external gas out 
(rh~0 ), internal gas (m~) and external gas in (rh~,i) flow rates to the increased 
pressure drop resulting from fouling. 
• Figure 5.6 shows the change in the air bypass(rhbp,a), external air out (m:,0 ), 
. 
internal air (m~), external air in (m:,i) and cold-end leakage (rhi,ce) flow rates, 
similarly to Figure 5.5. I I. / 
As to be expected, all the graphs show the trends that as the fouling increases, the 
internal flow rate decreases and the other flow rates increase. The percent changes in 
flow rates are of similar magnitudes on the air and gas sides. The external gas in and 
air out flow rates remain constant, as they are input parameters. Leakage and bypass 
; 
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flow rates can increase substantially, while other changes in flow rates can be considered 
negligible. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
Current Status 
Two computer models were developed to predict pressure drop across a 
regenerative APH. One model assumes total flow redistribution between APH sections 
in the presence of plugging non-uniformities in the radial direction, while the second 
assumes no flow redistribution. Together the models form lower and upper bounds for 
the pressure drop across a fouled APH. The models calculate the entrance, core and 
exit losses through each APH section and account for bypass and leakage flow rates, 
both for clean and fouled APHs. Two fouling phenomena in APH passages are taken 
into consideration: that due to acid condensation in the colder sections and that due to 
popcorn ash in the hot-end section. Comparisons of model predictions to field data from 
PEPCO's Morgantown Unit 2 were performed. Field experience shows air-side pressure 
drops at full-load operating conditions of 1240 to 1370 N /m2 (5 to 5.5 "H2 0), while the 
model predicts 1370 N /m2 (5.5 "H2 0). The air-side predictions over the load range are 
also consistent with field experience. 
There are only limited data available on the gas-side pressure drop, since that 
information is not monitored by the plant's data storage and retrieval system. 
Measurements taken manually on gas-side pressure drop at full-load operating conditions 
following a water wash of the APHs were on the order of 2110 N /m2 (8.5 "H2 0), while 
the model predicts 1810 N/m2 (7.27 "H2 0). This underprediction by the model is most 
likely due to flow maldistributions at the entrance to the gas side of the APH. While 
the model underpredicts the gas-side pressure drop, it yields higher gas-side than air-side 
pressure drops over the load range, as would be expected due to the higher flow rates 
present on the gas side of the APH. 
As scenarios of increased APH fouling are examined, the model predicts the 
correct trends in changing flow rates. As fouling, and hence pressure drop, increases, 
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internal flow rates decrease while bypass and leakage flow rates increase. As a result, 
the forced draft fans used to drive the air through the APH and the induced draft fans 
used to draw the gas out of the APH consume more power. In addition, the heat 
transfer ability of the APH is decreased. These implications of higher pressure drop 
result in a penalty on the unit heat rate. 
An important product of the model is the ability to identify the relative 
importance of fouling in the various APH sections. Since the hot end accounts for the 
largest percentage of the pressure drop in the APH, a reduction of popcorn ash can 
greatly aid in maintaining managable pressure drops. Since the cold end accounts for 
such a small percentage of the pressure drop, acid condensation in that section must 
reach very extreme levels (higher than that observed at pre-water-wash inspections) for 
it to become the determining factor in forcing the unit off-line. The model shows that 
the existence of acid condensation in the cold-intermediate section could be the driving 
factor in determining water wash frequencies. Thus, if back-end temperatures can be 
maintained such that acid condensation is limited to the cold end, water wash frequency 
should decrease, assuming levels of popcorn ash are maintained at managable levels. 
Future Activities 
There are three activities that are recommended in order to improve the PDROP 
models. These are: 
• Refine the friction factor correlations used in the models 
• Add the effects of flow maldistribution at the gas inlet to the APH 
• Incorporate a second APH into the model 
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w. 
Friction Factor 
The correlations used in the models to determine friction factor as a function of 
Reynolds number were based on analytical and empirical results for geometries that 
were not the same as those of typical APH passages. Thus, inaccuracies exist in using 
such correlations. Improved correlations could be developed based on empirical results 
obtained from actual APH test sections. Test sections for each of the APH sections at 
Morgantown Unit 2 are available. Thus, pressure drop tests should be conducted over 
the applicable range of Reynolds numbers for each of the APH sections. From the 
pressure drop data, correlations can be developed for friction factor as a function of 
Reynolds number for more appropriate geometries. 
! 
Flow Maldistribution 
-~ 
Flow maldistribution, particularly at the gas inlet to the APH, appears to be 
responsible for the models' underprediction of gas-side pressure drop. The addition of 
such a feature would improve the accuracy of the models. 
Second APH 
At Morgantown Unit 2, there are two APHs that operate in parallel. Non-
uniform fouling of the APHs with respect to one another is not accounted for in the 
model. This situation has been observed in APH inspections, possibly due to problems 
with soot-blowing equipment in one of the APHs. Such a fouling situation results in an 
unequal flow distribution between the two APHs, and it increases pressure drop. Thus, 
to more accurately represent APH configurations found at power plants, the capability 
1 
to handle multiple APHs should be added to the model. 
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PDROPl 
This program is used to calculate pressure drops, flow 
rates and resistances related to a regenerative air 
preheater (APH). The program accounts for non-uniform 
plugging in the radial direction of the APH and assumes 
that the flow totally redistributes itself between APH 
sections. Two input files are required: 
- APHGEO: specifies the geometry of the APH 
- COND: specifies the operating conditions 
The output files are: 
- PDOUT: specifies overall pressure drops, flow 
rates and resistances for both clean and 
plugged APHs 
- !NCR: specifies incremental pressure drops, flow 
rates and resistances for both clean and 
plugged APHs 
program pdropl 
common/plug/plug{4,3) 
common nsec 
integer nsec,type{4),c,cnt 
real dhp(4,3),a{4,3),1{4),clean{4,3),epy{4,3),area 
real bpa,bpg,leak,rleak 
real pahe,pghe,pace,pgce,<lpair,dpgas,dphe,dpce,dp{4) 
real densa(4),densg(4),visca(4)~viscg{4) 
real amgie,amgoe,amgi,amgipar{4,3),amgbp,amlh~,amlce 
real amaie,amaoe,amai,amaipar{4,3),amabp 
real rai,rgi,rabp,rgbp,rlhe,rlce,ra{3),rg(3),req{4) 
real cnsta,cnstg,oldmai{0:4,0:3),oldmgi(0:4,0:3),rtest(0:4) 
real oldmabp,oldmgbp 
real ltot,laph,xmid(4),taii,taoi,tgii,tgoi,tavg(O:l) 
real fl(10),p(4),r{6) 
equivalence (amgbp,fl(l)),(amgoe,fl{2)),{amgi,fl(3)) 
equivalence (amgie,fl(4)) 
equivalence (amlce,fl(S)),{amlhe,fl(6)),(amaie,fl(7)) 
equivalence (amai,fl(8)) 
equivalence (amaoe,fl(9)),(amabp,fl(10)) 
equivalence (dpgas,p(l)),(dpce,p(2)),(dphe,p(3)),(dpair,p(4)) 
equivalence (rgbp,r(l)),(rgi,r(2),,{rlce,r(3)) 
equivalence (rlhe,r{4)),(rai,r(5)),(rabp,r(6)) 
c aph geometry 
C 
open (l,file=' .udveske.press.aphgeo') 
read(l,*) nsec 
read(l,*) area 
laph=O. 
do 10 i=l,nsec 
j=l . 
read(l,*) dhp(i,j),epy(i,j),l(i),type(i) 
laph=laph + l(i) « 
a{i,j)=(l. - epy(i,j))*area/3. 
do 8 j=2 ,3 . 
dhp(i,j)=dhp(i,l) 
, epy ( i, j ) =epy ( i, 1 ) 
a{i,j)=(l. - epy(i,j))*area/3 .. 
8 continue 
10 continue 
• 
• • 
• I 
C 
c operating conditions 
C 
open{2,file=' .udveske.press.condl') 
read{2,*) bpa,bpg,leak,rleak 
read(2,*) amgie,amaoe 
read(2,*) pahe,pghe 
read(2,*) taii,taoi 
read(2,*) tgii,tgoi 
do 15 i=l,nsec 
read(2,*) (clean{i,j),j=l,3) 
do 12 j=l,3 
plug(i,j)=l.-clean{i,j) 
12 continue 
15 continue 
amgie=amgie/2.205 
amaoe=amaoe/2.205 
C 
c fluid properties 
C 
ltot=O. 
do 21 i=l,nsec 
xmid(i)=ltot + l(i)/2. 
c gas props 
I 
tavg(O)=tgoi + (tgii-tgoi)*xmid(i)/laph 
tavg(O}=(tavg(O) - 32.)/1.8 + 273. 
densg(i)= 101325./(287*tavg(O)) 
viscg(i)=(0.3027+0.0058*tavg(0)-(2.13e-6)*tavg(0)**2)*10.**(-5) 
c air props 
tavg(l)=taii + (taoi-taii)*xmid(i)/laph 
tavg(l)={tavg(l) - 32.)/1.8 + 273. 
densa(i)= 101325./(287*tavg(l)) 
visca(i)=(0.3027+0.0058*tavg(l)-(2.13e-6)*tavg(l)**2)*10.**(-5) 
ltot=ltot + l(i) 
21 continue 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C ******************************************************************** 
C 
c Clean APH Model 
C 
c delta pair 
C 
dpair=O. 
rai=O. 
amai=((l.-bpa)*amaoe + {1./(rleak+l.) - bpa)*leak*amgie) 
do 16 i=l,nsec 
do 17 j=l,3 
amaipar(i,j)=amai/3. 
17 continue 
16 continue 
+ 
18 
do 20 i=l,nsec 
do 18 j=l,3 
call del tap ( amaipar ( i, j) , dhp ( i, j), a ( i, j) , 1 ( i), epy{ i, j) , 1. , 
dens a ( i ) , vis ca ( i.) , r a ( j ) , type ( i ) ) 
continue 
req{i)=ra{l)*ra{2)*ra{3)/{ra(l)*ra(2)+ra{l)*ra(3)+ra{2)*ra(3)) 
dp{i)=req(i)*amai 
I 
\ ) 
• 
dpair=dpair + dp(i) 
rai=rai + req(i) 
20 continue 
C 
c calculate rair,bp 
C 
C 
amabp=bpa*(amaoe + leak*amgie) 
rabp=dpair/amabp 
c calculate delta p gas 
C 
dpgas=O. 
rgi=O. 
amgi=(l. + leak/{rleak + 
do 25 i=l,nsec 
1.} - bpg)*amgie 
26 
do 26 j=l,3 
amgipar(i,j)=amgi/3. 
continue 
25 continue 
do 30 i=l,nsec 
do 27 j=l,3 
call deltap(amgipar(i,j),dhp{i,j),a(i,j),l{i),epy{i,j),O., 
+ 
27 
densg(i),viscg(i),rg(j),type(i)) 
continue 
req(i)=rg(l)*rg(2)*rg(3)/(rg(l)*rg(2)+rg(l)*rg(3)+rg{2)*rg{3)) 
dp(i)=req(i)*amgi 
dpgas=dpgas + dp(i) 
rgi=rgi + req(i) 
30 continue 
C 
c calculate rgas,bp 
C 
amgbp=bpg*amgie 
rgbp=dpgas/amgbp 
C 
c calculate rl,he 
C 
C 
amlhe=leak*amgie/(rleak + 1.) 
dphe=248.8*(pahe - pghe) 
rlhe=dphe/amlhe 
c calculate rl,ce 
C 
C 
amlce=rleak*leak*amgie/(rleak + 1.) 
pace=pahe*248.8 + dpair 
pgce=pghe*248.8 - dpgas 
dpce=pace - pgce 
rlce=dp~e/amlce 
c calculate amaie & amgoe 
C 
C 
amaie= amaoe + leak*amgie 
amgoe= (1. + leak)*amgie 
cnsta=amai + amabp 
cnstg=amgi + amgbp 
c print re·sul ts 
C 
call result(fl,p,r,O) 
.. 
C 
, 
• 
• • 
• 
I 
c******************************************************************* 
C 
C Plugged APH Model 
C 
c geometry 
C 
do 37 j=l,3 
do 35 i=l,nsec - 1 
a{i,j)=clean{i,j)*a{i,j) 
dhp{i,j)=sqrt{clean{i,j))*dhp{i,j) 
epy(i,j)=l. - clean{i,j)*(l. - epy{i,j)) 
35 continue 
a(nsec,j)=clean(nsec,j)*a(nsec,j) 
37 continue 
C 
c calculate dpair 
C 
oldmai(O,O)=amai 
oldmabp=amabp 
do 55 k=l,50 
dpair=O. 
rai=O. 
do 38 i=l,nsec 
do 39 j=l,3 
amaipar ( i, j) =am·aipar ( i, j) *amai/ oldmai ( 0, 0) 
oldmai(i,j)=amaipar(i,j) 
39 continue 
38 continue 
42 
+ 
40 
76 
45 
oldmai(O,O)=amai 
c=O 
do 51 i=l,nsec 
do 40 j=l,3 
call deltap(amaipar(i,j),dhp(i,j),a(i,j),l(i),epy(i,j),l., 
densa(i),visca(i),ra(j),type{i)) 
continue 
cnt=O 
req(i)=ra(l)*ra(2)*ra(3)/(ra(l)*ra(2)+ra(l)*ra(3)+ra(2)*ra(3)) 
dp(i)=req(i)*(amaipar(i,l)+amaipar(i,2)+amaipar(i,3)} 
write(4,76) req(i},dp(i) 
format(2x,f7.5,2x,f7.2) 
do 45 j=l,3 
amaipar{i,j}=dp(i)/ra(j) 
rtest(j)=abs((amaipar(i,j)-oldmai(i,j))/oldmai{i,j)) 
oldmai(i,j)=amaipar(i,j) 
if (rtest(j).le.0.001) then 
cnt=cnt + 1 
c=O 
end if 
e:ontinue 
if (cnt.eq.3} goto 50 
if (c.eq.40) then 
write(*,*) •exceeded iterations non-uni air' 
goto 50 
else 
c=c + 1 
goto 42 
end if 
SO dpair=dpair + dp{i) 
rai=rai + req(i) 
c=O 
"' • 
• 
51 continue 
amabp=sqrt(dpair*oldmabp/rabp) 
amai=cnsta - amabp 
rtest(O)=abs((amai - oldmai(0,0))/oldmai(O,O)) 
if (rtest(O).le.0.0005) goto 60 
55 continue 
write(*,*) •exceeded iterations 1 1 
C 
c calculate dpgas 
C 
60 oldrngi(O,O)=amgi 
oldrngbp=amgbp 
do 65 k=l,50 
dpgas=O. 
rgi=O. 
do 52 i=l,nsec 
do 53 j=l,3 
amgipar(i,j)=amgipar{i,j)*amgi/oldmgi(O,O) 
oldmgi(i,j)=amgipar(i,j) 
53 continue 
52 continue 
oldmgi(O,O)=amgi 
do 59 i=l,nsec 
57 do 54 j=l,3 
call deltap(amgipar(i,j),dhp(i,j),a(i,j),l(i),epy(i,j),O., 
+ densg(i),viscg(i),rg(j),type{i)) 
54 continue 
cnt=O 
req{i)=rg(l)*rg(2)*rg(3)/(rg(l)*rg(2)+rg(l)*rg{3)+rg(2)*rg(3)) 
dp(i)=req(i)*(amgipar(i,l)+amgipar(~,2)+amgipar(i,3)) 
write{4,76) req(i),dp(i) 
do 56 j=l,3 
amgipar(i,j)=dp(i)/rg(j) 
c write{6,41) k,i,j,oldrngi(i,j),amgipar(i,j) 
rtest(j)=abs((amgipar(i,j)-oldmgi(i,j))/oldmgi(i,j)) 
oldmgi(i,j}=amgipar(i,j) 
C 
if (rtest(j).le.0.001) then 
cnt=cnt + 1 
c=O 
end if 
56 continue 
58 
if (cnt.eq.3) goto 58 
if (c.eq.40) then 
write{*,*) 'exceeded iterations non-uni gas• 
goto 58 
else 
c=c+l 
goto 57 
end if 
dpgas=dpgas + dp(i) 
rgi=rgi + req(i) 
c=O 
59 continue 
amgbp=sqrt(dpgas*oldmgbp/rgbp) 
amgi=cnstg - amgbp 
rtest{O)=abs((amgi - oldmgi(0,0))/oldmgi(O,O)) 
if (rtest(O).le.0.0005) goto 70 
65 continue 
write(*,*) ·~xceeded iterations 2' 
• I 
,. 
• 
C 
C 
C 
c calculate dpce 
C 
C 
70 pace=pahe*248.8 + dpair 
pgce=pghe*248.8 - dpgas 
dpce=pace - pgce 
c calculate amlce 
C 
amlce=sqrt(dpce*amlce/rlce) 
C 
c calculate amaie & amgoe 
C 
amaie=amai + amlce + amabp 
amgoe=amgi + amlce + amgbp 
C 
c print results 
C 
call result(fl,p,r,l) 
C 
C 
stop 
end 
C 
c*********************************************************** 
C 
c Subroutines 
C 
C 
subroutine deltap(flow,dh,a,l,epy,fluid,dens,visc,res,type) 
real fluid 
real flow,dh,a,l,epy 
real re,xplus,fappre,res,press,ke,kc 
real dens,visc 
real resl,res2,res3,pressl,press2,press3 
integer type 
re=flow*dh/(visc*a) 
xplus=l/(dh*re) 
call resist(xplus,fappre,re,type) 
ke=epy**2. 
if (type.eq.O) then 
kc=O. 
else 
kc=O.S*epy 
end if 
resl= 2.*xplus*fappre*flow/(dens*(a**2.)) 
res2= ke*flow/(2.*dens*(a**2.)) 
res3= kc*flow/(2.*dens*(a**2.)) 
res= resl + res2 + res3 
pressl=resl*flow 
press2=res2*flow 
press3=res3*flow 
press= pressl + press2 + press3 
open(4,file=' .udveske.press.incr') 
write(4,100) fluid,re,res,flow,press3,pressl,press2,press 
100 format(2x,f2.0,2x,f5.0,2x,f7.5,5(2x,f7.2)) 
return 
'-·· end .... 
' 
.. t 
• 
subroutine resist(xplus,fappre,re,type) 
real xplus,fappre,re 
integer type 
if (type.eq.O) then 
fappre=l.25/(4.*xplus) + 16. - 3.44/sqrt(xplus) 
fappre=fappre/(1. + 0.00021*xplus**(-2.)) 
fappre= fappre + 3.44/sqrt{xplus) 
else 
C 
c wavy fin correlation 17.8-3/Bw 
C 
C 
C 
fappre=0.09796*re - {5.7243e-5)*re**2 + (1.9540e-8)*re**3 
+ - (2.4562e-12)*re**4 
end if 
return 
end 
subroutine result(flow,press,res,title) 
common/plug/plug(4,3) 
common nsec 
real flow(10),press(4),res(6) 
integer title,si 
real convert 
c convert pressures to 11 H20 or N/m2 
C 
si=O 
110 if (si .eq. 0) then 
convert=l./248.8 
else 
convert=248.8 
end if 
do 112 i=l,4 
press(i)=press(i)*convert 
112 continue 
C 
c convert flows to lb/s or kg/s 
C 
C 
if (si .eq. 0) then 
convert=2.205 
else 
convert=l./2.205 
end if 
do 113 i=l,10 
flow(i)=flow(i)*convert 
113 continue 
c convert resists to 1/kg-m or "H20(s/lbm)2 
C 
C 
C 
C 
if (si .eq. O) then 
convert=l./(2.205*248.8) 
else 
convert=2.205*248.8 
end if 
do 114 i=l,6 
res(i)=res(i)*convert 
114 continue 
i , 
• 
' 
c print results 
C 
C 
C 
if (si.eq.1) goto 120 
open (3,file=' .udveske.press.pdout') 
if (title .eq. 0) then 
write(3,*) 'PDROPl' 
write(3,*) 'CLEAN APH' 
else 
write(3,*) 'PLUGGED APH' 
do 90 i=l,nsec 
write(3,86) (plug(i,j),j=l,3) 
90 continue 
end if 
write(3,80) press(!) 
write(3,81) flow(l) 
write(3,82) res(l) 
write(3,83) (flow(i),i=2,4) 
write(3,82) res(2) 
write(3,84) press(2),flow(5),res(3),flow(6),res(4),press(3) 
write(3,83) (flow(i),i=7,9) 
write(3,82) res{S) 
write(3,81) flow(lO) 
write(3,82) res(6) 
write(3,80) press(4) 
80 format(30x,f7.2,/) 
81 format(30x,f6.2,/) 
82 format(28x,f8.6,/) 
83 format(8x,f6.2,2(16x,f6.2),/) 
84 format(2x,f7.2,4x,f6.2,2x,f7.4,llx,f6.2,2x,f7.4,4x,f7.2,//) 
86 format(5x,3(f4.2,2x)) 
c open (5,file=' .udveske.press.fsens.$eoi') 
c open (6,file= 1 .udveske.press.psens.$eoi') 
c write(S,87) (flow(i),i=l,10) 
c write (6,88) (press(i),i=l,4) 
c 87 format {10(f6.2,lx)) 
c 88 format (4(£5.2,lx)) 
C 
c convert flows,resists,press back to SI 
C 
C 
si=si + 1 
if (title.eq.O .and. si.eq. 1) goto 110 
120 return 
end 
• • 
• 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PDROP2 
This program is used to calculate pressure drops, flow 
rates and resistances related to a regenerative air 
preheater (APH). The program accounts for non-uniform 
plugging in the radial direction of the APH and assumes 
that the flow does not redistribute itself at all between 
APH sections. Two input files are required: 
- APHGEO: specifies the geometry of the APH 
- COND: specifies the operating conditions 
The output files are: 
- PDOUT: specifies overall pressure drops, flow 
and rates esistances for both clean and 
pl APHs 
program pdrop2 
- !NCR: specifies incremental pressure drops, flow 
rates and resistances for both clean and 
plugged APHs 
common/plug/plug(4,3) 
common nsec 
integer nsec,type{4),c,cnt 
real dhp(4,3),a{4,3),1(4),clean{4,3),epy{4,3),area 
real bpa,bpg,leak,rleak 
real pahe,pghe,pace,pgce,dpair,dpgas,dphe,dpce 
real densa(4),densg(4),visca(4),viscg(4) 
real amgie,amgoe,amgi,amgipar{3),amgbp,amlhe,amlce 
real amaie,amaoe,amai,amaipar{3),amabp 
real rai,rgi,rabp,rgbp,rlhe,rlce,ra,rg,req{0:3) 
real cnsta,cnstg,oldmai(0:3),oldmgi(0:3),rtest(0:4) 
real oldmabp,oldmgbp 
real ltot,laph,xmid{4),taii,taoi,tgii,tgoi,tavg(0:1) 
real fl{l0),p(4),r{6) 
equivalence (amgbp,fl(l)),(amgoe,fl{2)),{amgi,fl(3)) 
equivalence (amgie,fl(4)) 
equivalence (amlce,fl(S)),{amlhe,fl{6)),(amaie,fl(7)) 
equivalence (amai,£1(8)) 
equivalence (amaoe,£1(9)),(amabp,fl(lO)) 
equivalence (dpgas ,p(l)), (dpce ,p(2)), (dphe ,p{3)), (dpair ,p(4)) 
equivalence (rgbp,r(l)),(rgi,r(2)),(rlce,r(3)) 
equivalence (rlhe,r(4)),(rai,r(S)),(rabp,r{6)) 
c aph geometry 
C 
C 
open (l,file= 1 .udveske.press.aphgeo 1 ) 
read(l,*) nsec 
read(!,*) area 
laph=O. 
do 10 i=l,nsec 
j=l . 
read(l,*) dhp(i,j),epy(i,j),l(i),type(i) 
laph=laph + l(i) 
a{i,j)=(l. - epy(i,j))*area/3. 
do 8 j=2,3 
dhp(i,j)=dhp(i,1) 
epy(i,j)=epy(i,1) 
a(i,j)=(l. - epy(i,j))*area/3. 
8 continue 
10 continue 
..... 
' • 
c operating conditions 
C 
open(2,file= 1 .udveske.press.condl') 
read(2,*) bpa,bpg,leak,rleak 
read(2,*) amgie,amaoe 
read(2,*) pahe,pghe 
read(2,*) taii,taoi 
read(2,*) tgii,tgoi 
do 15 i=l,nsec 
read(2,*) (clean(i,j),j=l,3) 
do 12 j=l,3 
plug(i,j)=l.-clean(i,j) 
12 continue 
15 continue 
amgie=amgie/2.205 
amaoe=amaoe/2.205 
C 
c fluid properties 
C 
ltot=O. 
do 21 i=l,nsec 
xmid(i)=ltot + l(i)/2. 
c gas props 
I 
tavg(O)=tgoi + (tgii-tgoi)*xmid(i)/laph 
tavg(O)=(tavg(O) - 32.)/1.8 +273. 
densg(i)=101325./(287.*tavg(O)) 
viscg(i)=(0.3027+0.0058*tavg(0)-(2.13e-6)*tavg(0)**2) 
viscg(i)=viscg(i)*l0.**(-5) 
~c air props 
tavg(l)=taii + (taoi - taii)*xmid(i)/laph 
tavg(l)=(tavg(l) - 32.)/1.8 + 273. 
densa(i)=101325./(287.*tavg(l)) 
visca(i)=(0.3027+0.0058*tavg(l)-(2.13e-6)*tavg(1)**2) 
visca(i)=visca(i)*l0.**(-5) 
ltot=ltot + l(i) 
21 continue 
C 
c******************************************************************** 
C Clean APH Model 
C 
c delta pair 
C 
amai=((l.-bpa)*amaoe + (1./(rleak+l.) - bpa)*leak*amgie) 
do 17 j=l, 3 
amaipar(j)=amai/3. 
17 continue 
j=l 
reg (j )=O. 
do 20 i=l,nsec 
call deltap(amaipar(j),dhp(i,j),a(i,j),l(i),epy(i,j),l., 
+ dens a ( i) , visca ( i) , .ra, type ( i)) 
req(j)=req(j) + ia 
dpair=req(j)*amaipar(j) 
rai=req(j)/3. 
20 continue 
C 
c calculate rair,bp 
C 
amabp=bpa*(amaoe + leak*amgie) 
rabp=dpair/amabp 
• 
C 
c calculate delta p gas 
C 
amgi=(l. + leak/(rleak + 1.) - bpg)*amgie 
do 26 j=l,3 
amgipar(j)=amgi/3. 
26 continue 
j=l 
req(j)=O. 
do 30 i=l,nsec 
call deltap(amgipar(j),dhp(i,j),a{i,j),l(i),epy{i,j),O., 
+ densg(i),viscg(i),rg,type(i)) 
req(j)=req(j) + rg 
dpgas=req(j)*amgipar(j) 
rgi=req(j)/3. 
30 continue 
C 
c calculate rgas,bp 
C 
amgbp=bpg*amgie 
rgbp=dpgas/ amgbp 
C 
c calculate rl,he 
C 
C 
amlhe=leak*amgie/(rleak + 1.) 
dphe=248.8*(pahe - pghe) 
rlhe=dphe/amlhe 
c calculate rl,ce 
C 
C 
amlce=rleak*leak*amgie/ (rleak + 1.) . 
pace=pahe*248.8 + dpair 
pgce=pghe*248.8 - dpgas 
dpce=pace - pgce 
rlce=dpce/amlce 
c calculate amaie & amgoe 
C 
C 
amaie= amaoe + leak*amgie 
amgoe= (1. + leak)*amgie 
cnsta=amai + amabp 
cnstg=amgi + amgbp 
c print results 
C 
call result(fl,p,r,O) 
C 
c******************************************************************* 
C 
c Plugged APH Model 
C 
c geometry 
C 
do 37 j=l,3 
do 35 i=l,nsec - 1 
a(i,j)=clean(i,j)*a(i,j) 
dhp(i,j)=sqrt(clean(i,j))*dhp(i,j) 
epy(i,j)=l. - clean(i,j)*(l. - epy(i,j)) 
35 continue 
o·~ 
a(nsec,j)=clean(nsec,j)*a{nsec,j) 
• 
37 continue 
C 
c calculate dpair 
C 
oldmai(O)=amai 
oldmabp=amabp 
do 55 k=l,10 
do 39 j=l,3 
amaipar(j)=amaipar(j)*amai/oldmai(O) 
oldmai(j)=amaipar(j) 
39 continue 
oldmai(O)=amai 
c=O 
42 do 40 j=l,3 
req(j )=O. 
do 51 i=l,nsec 
call deltap(amaipar(j),dhp(i,j),a(i,j),l(i),epy(i,j),l., 
+ densa(i),visca(i),ra,type(i)) 
req(j)=req(j) + ra 
51 continue 
40 continue 
cnt=O 
req(O)=req(l)*req(2)*req(3)/(req(l)*req(2)+req(l)*req(3) 
+ +req(2)*req(3)) 
dpair=req(O)*(amaipar(l)+amaipar(2)+amaipar(3)) 
rai=req(O) 
write(4,76) rai,dpair 
76 format(2x,f8.5,2x,f7.2) 
do 45 j=l,3 
amaipar(j)=dpair/req(j) 
rtest(j)=abs((amaipar(j)-oldmai(j))/oldmai(j)) 
oldmai(j)=amaipar(j) 
if (rtest(j).le.0.001) then 
cnt=cnt + 1 
c=O 
end if 
45 continue 
if (cnt.eq.3) goto 50 
if (c.eq.20) then 
write(*,*) 'exceeded iterations non-uni air' 
goto 50 
else 
c=c + 1 
goto 42 
end if 
50 c=O 
amabp=sqrt(dpair*oldmabp/rabp) 
amai=cnsta - amabp 
rtest(O)=abs((amai - oldmai(O))/oldmai(O)) 
if (rtest(O).le.0.0005) goto 60 
55 continue 
write(*,*) •exceeded iterations 1 1 
c calculate dpgas 
C 
60 write(4,76) rai,dpair 
oldmgi(O)=amgi 
oldmgbp=amgbp 
do 65 k=l,10 
do 53 j=l,3 
• 
• 
• 
amgipar(j)=amgipar(j)*amgi/oldmgi(O) 
oldmgi(j)=amgipar(j) 
53 continue 
oldmgi(O)=amgi 
57 do 54 j=l,3 
req(j)=O. 
do 59 i=l,nsec 
call deltap(amgipar{j),dhp{i,j),a{i,j),l(i),epy{i,j),O., 
+ densg(i),viscg(i),rg,type{i)) 
req(j)=req(j) + rg 
59 continue 
54 continue 
cnt=O 
req(O)=req{l)*req(2)*req(3)/(req(l)*req(2)+req(l)*req(3) 
+ +req(2)*req(3)) 
dpgas=req(O)*(amgipar(l)+amgipar(2)+amgipar(3)) 
rgi=req(O) 
write(4,76) rgi,dpgas 
do 56 j=l,3 
amgipar(j)=dpgas/req{j) 
c write(6,41) k,i,j,oldmgi(i,j),amgipar(i,j) 
rtest(j)=abs((amgipar(j)-oldmgi(j))/oldmgi(j)) 
oldmgi(j)=amgipar(j) 
if (rtest(j).le.0.001) then 
cnt=cnt + 1 
c=O 
end if 
56 continue 
if (cnt.eq.3) goto 58 
if (c.eq.20) then 
write(*,*) 'exceeded iterations non-uni gas' 
goto 58 
else 
c=c+l 
goto 57 
end if 
58 c=O 
amgbp=sqrt(dpgas*oldmgbp/rgbp) 
amgi=cnstg - amgbp 
rtest(O)=abs((amgi - oldmgi(O))/oldmgi(O)) 
if (rtest(O).le.0.0005) goto 70 
65 continue 
write(*,*) 'exceeded iterations 2 1 
C 
c calculate dpce 
C 
C 
70 write(4,76) rgi,dpgas 
pace=pahe*248.8 + dpair 
pgce=pghe*248.8 - dpgas 
dpce=pace - pgce 
c calculate amlce 
C 
amlce=sqrt(dpce*amlce/rlce) 
C 
c calculate amaie & amgoe 
C 
amaie=amai + amlce + amabp 
amgoe=amgi + amlce + amgbp 
C 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
c print results 
C 
call result{fl,p,r,1) 
C 
C 
stop 
end 
C 
c************************************************************* 
C 
c Subroutines 
C 
subroutine deltap(flow,dh,a,l,epy,fluid,dens,visc,res,type) 
real fluid 
real flow,dh,a,l,epy 
real re,xplus,fappre,res,press,ke,kc 
real dens,visc 
real resl,res2,res3,pressl,press2,press3 
integer type 
re=flow*dh/(visc*a) 
xplus=l/(dh*re) 
call resist(xplus,fappre,re,type} 
ke=epy**2. 
if (type.eq.O) then 
kc=O. 
else 
kc=O.S*epy 
end if 
resl= 2.*xplus*fappre*flow/(dens*(a**2.)} 
res2= ke*flow/(2.*dens*(a**2.}} 
res3= kc*flow/(2.*dens*(a**2.)} 
res= resl + res2 + res3 
pressl=resl*flow 
press2=res2*flow 
press3=res3*flow 
press= pressl + press2 + press3 
open(4,file=' .udveske.press.incr') 
write(4,100) fluid,re,res,flow,press3,pressl,press2,press 
100 format(2x,f2.0,2x,f5.0,2x,f7.5,5(2x,f7.2)) 
return 
end 
C 
C 
subroutine resist(xplus,fappre,re,type} 
real xplus,fappre,re 
integer type 
if (type.eq.O} then 
fappre=l.25/(4.*xplus) + 16. - 3.44/sqrt(xplus) 
fappre=fappre/(1. + 0.00021*xplus**(-2.)) 
fappre= fappre + 3.44/sqrt(xplus) 
else 
c wavy fin correlation 17.8-3/Bw 
C 
fappre=0.09796*re - {5.7243e-S)*re**2 + (l.9540e-8)*re**3 
+ - (2.4562e-12)*re**4 
end if 
return 
end 
C 
subroutine result{flow,press,res,title) 
• 
• 
C 
common/plug/plug(4,3) 
common nsec 
real flow(10),press{4),res(6) 
integer title,si 
real convert 
c convert pressures to 11 H20 or N/m2 
C 
si=O 
110 if (si .eq. 0) then 
convert=l./248.8 
else 
convert=248.8 
end if 
do 112 i=l,4 
press(i)=press(i)*convert 
112 continue 
C 
c convert flows to lb/s or kg/s 
C 
C 
if (si .eq. 0) then 
convert=2.205 
else 
convert=l./2.205 
end if 
do 113 i=l,10 
flow(i)=flow(i)*convert 
113 continue 
• 
c convert resists to 1/kg-m or "H20(s/lbm)2 
C 
if (si .eq. 0) then 
convert=l./(2.205*248.8) 
else 
convert=2.205*248.8 
end if 
do 114 i=l,6 
res(i)=res(i)*convert 
114 continue 
C 
c print results 
C 
C 
if (si.eq.1) goto 120 
open (3,file=' .udveske.press.pdout') 
if (title .eq. 0) then 
write(3,*) 'PDROP2' 1 
write(3,*) 'CLEAN APH 1 
else 
write(3,*) 'PLUGGED APH' 
do 90 i=l,nsec 
write{3,86) (plug(i,j),_j=l,3) 
90 continue 
end if 
write(3,80) press(!) 
write{3,81) flow(l) 
write{3,82) res(l) 
write(3,83) (flow(i),i=2,4) 
write(3,82) res(2) 
write(3,84) press(2),flow(S),res(3),flow(6),res(4),press(3) 
. ~ 
• 
C 
write(3,83) (flow(i),i=7,9) 
write(3,82) res(S) 
write(3,81) flow(lO) 
write(3,82) res(6) 
write(3,80) press(4) 
80 format(30x,f7.2,/) 
81 format(30x,f6.2,/) 
82 format(28x,f8.6,/) 
83 format(8x,f6.2,2(16x,f6.2),/) 
84 format(2x,f7.2,4x,f6.2,2x,f7.4,llx,f6.2,2x,f7.4,4x,f7.2,//) 
86 format(Sx,3(f4.2,2x)) 
c open {5,file=' .udveske.press.fsens.$eoi 1 ) 
c open (6,file= 1 .udveske.press.psens.$eoi') 
c write(S,87) {flow(i),i=l,10) 
c write (6,88) _(press(i),i=l,4) 
c 87 format {10(f6.2,lx)) 
c 88 format (4(f5.2,lx)) 
C 
c convert flows,resists,press back to SI 
C 
si=si + 1 
if (title.eq.O .and. si.eq. 1) goto 110 
C 
120 return 
end 
